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RNC Genter has consistently been a source for timely market
outlook and investment advice. The firm’s research, expertise
and advice has been sought and featured on national press and
media coverage.
Enclosed is a sampling of our recent press and media
appearances.

In The News

CNBC Power Lunch: The Market’s Untold Story
August 28th, 2014 – Live Interview
Dan Genter was interviewed live from Los Angeles on CNBC Power Lunch. Dan
discussed market downside, future Federal Reserve rates and when the next pullback
may hit.

CNBC Power Lunch: Dividend Play Viable: Pro
July 8th, 2014 – Live Interview
Dan Genter was interviewed live from Los Angeles on CNBC Power Lunch with Sue
Herera. Dan discussed market activity ahead of earnings and his stock picks.

After the Bell: Stocks to Watch
July 11th, 2014 – Live Interview
Dan Genter was interviewed live from Los Angeles on FOX News’ “After the Bell”. Dan
discussed stock picks to boost investors’ portfolios, emphasizing the energy and
technology fields.
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In The News

S&P 500 Rising at Five Times GDP Shows Recovery Priced In
October 26th, 2014 - by Lu Wang
Dan Genter was featured in this Bloomberg article, which discussed how investors are getting impatient for economic growth to catch up with the
market, resulting in an increase in volatility. “I don’t think the dispersion can sustain at the level that it did, which is why the market is struggling,”
Dan commented. “The market wants to see growth going in the right direction or it’s going to be upset.”
Dow Caps Longest Winning Streak Since 2011 on Jobs, Retail Sales
November 22nd, 2014 - by Lu Wang
Dan Genter was featured in this Bloomberg article, which discussed how improved jobs and retail sales data offset concerns over Fed tapering,
promoting a surge in the equity markets. “The big change to me looking at this week is just the change in sentiment,” commented Dan. “More and
more people are discounting that the potential tapering is not going to totally derail this market. There is life after tapering.”

Finding Fertile Ground for Dividend Hunters
January 6th, 2014
Dan Genter was featured in this Forbes article focusing on dividend-paying stocks that can generate portfolio income for investors. Dan discussed
some of his current favorite stocks within specific income-producing sectors, including tobacco, food, oil, telecom, healthcare, and banks.

Muni-Bond Fund Forecast: Cloudy in 2014
January 5th, 2014 — by Walter Hamilton
Dan Genter was quoted in this LA Times article discussing how rising interest rates, fallout from a handful of municipal bankruptcies, and the
potential end of the Fed’s economic stimulus program may continue to wallop the municipal bond market in 2014. However, demand for munis
could be stoked by health-care reform, as muni bonds are exempt from a new 3.8 percent tax on investment profits (for many couples with
adjusted gross income over $250,000) to help pay for the new law. Dan commented, “There’s going to be a wake-up call where people say,
‘Whoa, I don’t want this additional taxable income.’”

Stocks Slide on Weak Earnings; Fed Cuts Stimulus
January 29th, 2014—by Steve Rothwell
Dan Genter was prominently featured in this Associated Press article about how disappointing earnings, emerging markets jitters, and further
cuts to the Fed’s stimulus package pushed stocks lower for the fourth day out of five. Dan talked about how investors should view the Fed’s move
as a vote of confidence in the economy because it means the central bank sees the recovery as more entrenched, and that Fed policymakers are
“not seeing enough bad news to stop that process, which should be viewed as a positive.”

Muni Managers Stick With Defensive Posture as Rates Stay Low
September 25th, 2014 — by Christine Albano
Dan Genter was quoted in a Bond Buyer article discussing how municipal managers were sticking to defensive strategies to guard their clients’
assets from a potential interest rate hike, although Dan stated he didn’t believe it would happen any time soon. “Instead of looking at dot plots
of where interest rates should be going, we are looking at the fundamentals and we don’t see a lot of fuel that is going to push rates higher.”
Dan shared that part of his strategy to buffer against rising rates includes buying higher coupons, and higher quality, liquid names. “You are not
getting paid for going down in credit quality.”
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